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AGIS C5ISR Software

To get the latest version of any of our Thick client apps, go to www.agisinc.com/download.  To try our Web client system, go to either 
www.liferingmilitary.com or www.liferingfirstresponder.com.

All other inquiries, please contact Cap Beyer at beyerm@agisinc.com or by phone at 561-744-3213.

AGIS' C5ISR Software fulfills the need for an integrated All-Domain C5ISR combined arms system that operates 
seamlessly both Up and Down the Chain of Command and with other US and Allied Nations’ C5ISR systems.   
Legacy C5ISR and sensor systems use different, incompatible message exchange formats which hinder the flow of 
information up and down the Chain of Command and between other US and Allied Nations’ C5ISR systems. 

AGIS' C5ISR software uses an internal Multi Domain Data Link (MDDL) data exchange standard that translates the 
external data to and from this internal format.  This enables our C5ISR system to operate up and down the Chain of 
Command with information flowing seamlessly between between the US and our Allied Nations’ Air/Ground/Sea 
and Space systems enabling all to interact with a Common Operational Picture.   

AGIS’ software also has many capabilities that are not available in other C5ISR systems:
1. Operates on a 400+ console Command Center while operating on a Smartphone and Smartwatch.
2. Supports 10,000 users and 10,000+ Sensor reports every 20 seconds. Includes en route logistics and UAV sensor data. 

Permits Operations in Stealth mode where you see all but are not seen.
3. Provides Tactically Encrypted Videoconferencing (TEV) between PCs and Smartphones users.
4. Combines and distributes Commercial and Military Satellite Intelligence data.  

This All-Domain CJADC2 integrated Air/Ground/Sea/ Space C5ISR system has been developed in concert with the 
US JCS J6 Lab and has been subject to extensive testing. It is available at no cost for evaluation use by the US 
Marine Corps and other US military forces.

Real Time Worldwide Satellite Intel data from Various sources
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